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Thousands attend Rock the Valley in Ansonia
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Photos by Patricia Villers, Dave Connelly, City of
Ansonia, Allegra Villers
ANSONIA - For the third consecutive year, spacious
Nolan Field was home to thousands of visitors Saturday at
Rock the Valley 2017.
Attendees enjoyed a fabulous array of musical acts, great
cuisine, over 40 quality vendors in an event that culminated
in a vibrant fireworks display.
The music of course was the main draw.
The audience was treated by the headliner The Cast of
Beatlemania with the 1960s Fab Four songs recreated note
for note as I remember them in my youth. The Bernadettes
offered a smooth mix R&B and Funk.
Classic ‘70s rock was performed by Bob’s Fault Band.
Finally, we were treated to the Jimi Hendrix tribute Electric
Lady Band USA. I hadn’t paid attention to the original, but
was amazed by the virtuoso guitar performance.
Daniel Greenwolf was mcee and it appears that the
spectators were quite enthralled with the kilt clad, firebreathing Celtic magician.
In my informal survey of the 50-plus vendors, the
consensus was that they were doing well - and enjoying the
day.
Two new sponsors were added this year, Prime AE and
Country Disposal in addition to Farrel-Pomini Corp., a
sponsor for all three Rock the Valley events.
Article continues with more photos on Page 2
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Despite my title of chairman of the Ansonia Cultural Commission, I was but one
participant in a successful effort.
I would like to thank those whose efforts made this day possible.
• The Ansonia Cultural Commission, Rich DiCarlo, Crystal Gontarz, George
Pudimat, Crystal White, and Renee Simpson who overcame the many logistical
challenges.
• Mayor David S. Cassetti for having faith in the Cultural Commission.
• Mike D'Alessio and his Public Works crew for all the hard work in making
the venue perfect for the thousand of visitors.
• Dave Connelly, for the much needed assistance and support.
Given the day, it seems Ansonia is now on the map as a destination for Rock
the Valley and it’s clear the event will continue to grow year after year.
That feeling was summed up by Sheila O’Malley, the city’s Economic
Development Director:
“Not only was it a great job for everyone involved - it was an even better
day for Ansonia.”
See more pics of a great day in a
slideshow video at
https://youtu.be/XSSrE7iBlWU
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